K@T Lesson Outline for an *AT HOME* extraordinary art experience for *Kids at the Turner*

Name of Intern Teacher: **Beth Aschenbrenner**

Name of the project: **Quarantine Marble Run!**

**Kids will:** Using cardboard and paint they will create their own marble run! They can even use toilet paper rolls to create the tracks. A classic instant fun with a variety of ways to create their own tracks.

**Key Terms:**
- Layout
- Design
- Tracks
- Gravity and Momentum

**Materials:**
- Cardboard and/or the inside of toilet paper rolls
- Hot glue gun or tape
- Scissors
- Acrylic paint and brushes
- Marbles or rolled up tin foil

**Step by Step:**
- First kids will find as much cardboard or finished toilet paper rolls as they can find
- They will then draw out a design of how exactly they want their marble path (track) to look. Considering gravity and momentum.
- They will then cut little slits/ hot glue/ tape the cardboard track into place on a large cardboard backing.
- Then let the fun begin and send your marble for a run.
- You can also strip this first idea and recreate this as many times as you’d like

*What we hope is extraordinary for kids who do this art project:* I really hope the kids get excited about making a path for their marble to fall. I think this will be a great time for the kids to build on their own and learn how to create something a bit larger scaled. This could even get them into more sculpture work or spike their interest in engineering.

**Example project started**

![Example project started](image1)

**Example project finished**
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